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A. Does the title clearly reflect the contents of the paper? Partly. There is mentioned only NDVI but not VCI.

We believe the current title reflects the contents of paper. The VCI values were derived from initial NDVI data. In some cases, VCI values (with range from 0 to 100%) are more suitable for drought analysis but initial data set in any case is NDVI.

B. Does the abstract provide a concise and complete summary? Partly. Results from the section 3.2 were not presented.

We added information from the section 3.2 into abstract.

C. Is the overall presentation well structured and clear? The use of the VCI in not well presented in the abstract, introduction and methods.

We added additional information about VCI in abstract, introduction and methods.

D. Is the language fluent and precise? Could be improved.

Language was improved.

Remarks and suggestions

1. The abstract is too general. I would like to see more concrete results of the study in the abstract.

We added additional information from the section 3.2 into abstract.

2. Page 1 line 29. There is written “Remote sensing of the vegetation condition is based on the fact that healthy plants have more chlorophyll and therefore absorbs more visible and reflects more infrared radiation (Myeni et al., 1995)”. Plants reflect short-wave radiation and emit infrared radiation. I assume that here should be “. . . and emit more infrared radiation”.

The line is correct as healthy plants absorb relatively more visible and reflect more near-infrared radiation, while damaged or sparse vegetation tend to reflect more visible and absorb more near-infrared radiation. For clarity, the term “infrared” is changed to “near-infrared”.

https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/MeasuringVegetation/measuring_vegetation_2.php

3. Page 2 line 39. I suggest that vegetation response here not to climatic impacts but to different meteorological conditions each year.

We made correction. “It is necessary to emphasize that the vegetation (and hence NDVI values) response to the meteorological conditions in a given year depends on the geographical region....”

4. In fact, the NDVI describes the greenness of the underlying surface. Is the term
“greenness” used in this context and could it be used in this article?

NDVI describes how dense and green plant leaves are and have highest positive values in dense vegetation canopy (forests). NDVI reflects overall vegetative health. The term “greenness” is used and can be used in the studies involving NDVI, but we think in our study it is more appropriate to use term “vegetation condition” as we also apply VCI index. For this reason changes were made in the text.

5. I suggest more extended overview of the literature on climatological studies of droughts in the study region in the introduction.

The overview of the literature on climatological studies of droughts and drought effect on vegetation in the study region is included in manuscript.

6. Page 3 line 71. I suggest more exact definition of the study area. It does not cover the whole territory between 53-60 N and 20-30 E. Could it be identified as Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and northeastern Poland? There is a contradiction between Figure 1 and other maps. In the first case, only these countries are shown on the map while in the second case, all land areas in the domain have been used. Can you explain this difference in the definition of the study region?

The description of spatial coverage of used data is added in text. All land areas in the domain have been used to present the results based on NDVI and consequently VCI. The CORINE data with 100 m resolution was used to identify the dominant land use in NDVI cells (0.144°×0.144°). CORINE covers only Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania and northeastern Poland in the study area. CORINE does not cover the rest of the area which is indicated as “No vegetation or land use data” in Figure 1.

7. Page 3 line 79. The end of the study period is not shown (from 1981 to the present). What is the last year?

2014. We made correction in the text.

8. Page 3 lines 85-86. Week numbers are usually not used in the everyday life. Therefore, it is not informative to use week numbers from the beginning of a year. The use of dates is more useful in my mind.

The NOAA STAR–NESDIS NDVI data has weekly 7–day composite temporal resolution. We believe week numbers, as the original time format, is more appropriate to describe the missing values.

9. Page 4 Line 99. What is mean average daily air temperature? Is it simply daily mean temperature?

We made correction.

10. Page 4 pages 100-102. The beginning and the end of the active growing season varies significantly over the study region in dependence of latitude. It could be emphasize in the text. These dates are very variable also from year to year.

We added sentence: "It is necessary to mention that there is some territorial differences (due to latitude and distance from sea) as well as quite a big year-to-year variation of such dates".

11. Figure 1. It is very strange that the territory of Estonia and major part of Latvia is described only by broad-leaved forest. There are no cells from coniferous forest and arable land. This selection of cells does not represent adequately the vegetation types in that region. It should be explained somehow why these cells were selected. Here are also problems related to the CORINE land cover data. In the figure caption the CORINE data should be mentioned.

We mentioned CORINE in the caption of the figure. We used NDVI cells (0.144°×0.144°) only with stable land use (coincided at least in the 80 % of cell area over 1990 (CLC 1990) and 2012 (CLC 1990)) to reduce the uncertainties related to changes in land use cover. From the cells with stable land use the cells in which arable land, broad-leaved or coniferous forests were dominant (covers at least 50 % of the cell area) were selected. The selection of cells is described in the “Data and methods”
section. We agree that coniferous forests are common in Estonia and Latvia, but according to CORINE data they were not dominant in the NDVI cells or the land use has changed in 1990-2012 in the cells with large areas covered with coniferous forests. It is also possible, that large changes occurred not in the areas covered with coniferous forests, but in areas near forests, which were in the same cell.

12. It is not clear how the VCI values were calculated in this study. It should be described because they are used in this study.

The formula for VCI values calculation was presented in “Data and methods” section. However we added the additional information about VCI in this chapter.

13. Page 6 line 152. It is interesting to know when the week 25 takes place. I am not sure that the large values are more common in the northern part of the domain (Figure 2). Lower values are in the southern part but in the other regions there are not such territorial differences.

We added dates for week 25. We agree with reviewer interpretation (Figure 2) and made changes in the text.

14. Figure 3 is too small that it will be difficult to understand. Why NDVI is much lower in case of coniferous forest?

We increased the size of picture. The NDVI values depends on the amount of chlorophyll in the plants and on the structure of leaves. The evergreen coniferous forest have less chlorophyll than deciduous forest or grasslands, thus the NDVI value for pine forests are lower.

15. Page 7 line 182. I think that it is not always so a late start of vegetation leads to a late end.

We agree with referee. In the mentioned paragraph, we talked only about one particular year (1987). We extended the last sentence. “The late start of vegetation in 1987 also led to the late end but not in all years there is a close positive correlation between these dates”.

16. There is confusion in the section 3.2. Earlier the majority of the text was related to the use of NDVI data. But here VCI is analysed. I suggest the VCI should be more mentioned also in to abstract, introduction and methods description.

We made the suggested additions in abstract, introduction and data and methods.

17. Page 11 lines 246-247. Usually, the growing season is defined when the daily mean temperature is permanently higher +5 C. In that case, it starts much earlier than the end of April. In this study, an active growing season i.e. the +10 C limit is used. These two terms should not be mixed.

We made corrections in the text.

18. I recommend writing of a separate section of conclusions where the main results of this study have been emphasized.

Conclusions were added.